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Introduction

Industrial Physics is your global test and inspection 
partner. And it’s our purpose to protect the integrity  
of our customer’s brands and products. 

Operating across a family of brands, 
we’ve spent almost 100 years providing 
the highest quality of packaging, product, 
and material testing solutions for  
businesses across the world.

Supporting manufacturers, production 
lines, and laboratories across a range of 
locations and industries, our experts are 
positioned across the globe to provide 
trusted, personalized solutions.

As your partner, we offer almost 100 
years’ experience, an extensive portfolio 
of equipment, and a global service offering 
that puts your needs first including  
calibration, repairs and maintenance.
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Code-reading is vital for production lines

Products have codes for communicating 
the Best Before Date and Lot code, as  
well as for packaging identification and  
traceability purposes. Types of codes that 
Eagle Vision systems can read include: 

• Production dates

• Best Before dates (BBF)

• Shelf-life codes

• Lot codes

• Batch codes

• Track & trace codes

• Packaging label identification codes

• Barcodes

• 2D Data Matrix codes

• QR codes

 
Correct and readable codes are mandatory 
for all food and beverage products. 

Is a code not compliant? The product 
cannot be sold. For example, if missing, 
incorrect or unreadable BBF dates are 
detected late, during manual checks – 
or even at the marketplace by critical 
customs, retailers or consumers – the 
implications can be serious. Pallets or 
containers of products with suspected 
code failures need to be manually sorted. 
Products will need to be separated – this 
is a costly procedure. On top of that, 
depending the situation, the bad codes 
needs to be removed and the products 
needs to be re-coded correctly. The 
suspect pallets may even need to be 
destroyed as waste or sold at a highly 
discounted rate.

It is critical for production lines to  
avoid incorrect production dates,  
incomplete and missing production  
dates or unreadable production dates. 

Typical code defects in production  
processes can include:
• Incomplete code
• Missing code
• Incorrect code
• Ink drops and contamination
• Interference of multiple codes
• Mis-positioned code
• Misprints
• Moisture drops in code
• Obstructed nozzle failures
• Stretched or squeezed code,  

due to variations in line speed
• Trigger failures of the coding device

Many of these common defects have 
causes that can be tricky to prevent,  
especially with increasing production 
speeds and demands, as well as increased 
information contained within codes.

Some of these include:
• Codes out of position due to incorrect 

printer trigger settings after a product 
changeover

• Contaminated or blocked print nozzle
• An incorrect code is set in the printer
• Ink contamination
• Printer out of ink
• Squeezed and stretched codes due to 

line speed accelerations
• Use of double consumable printers to 

increase the chance that at least one of 
the codes is readable. NB. The second 
consumable printer can be removed by 
inspecting all codes for readability

• Wet surfaces that smear your inks 
 
Why use an inline inspection solution?

• Enable compliance with  
manufacturing guidelines

• Prevent sorting efforts 
• Reduce customer complaints
• Prevent export customs holdups

Code Reading

It is critical for production 
lines to avoid incorrect 
production dates,  
incomplete production 
dates or unreadable  
production dates.
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We can help ensure you meet quality control and production  
requirements by providing the best inspection solutions –  
keeping your production lines to a high standard. 

Our Eagle Vision Code Reading modules can detect incorrect, 
incomplete, and unreadable codes. To assure inline printings, 
detection of mixed packaging and serialization anti-fake readings. 
No matter the reflecting surface of the packaging, we’ll have an 
easy-to-use advanced inspection solution.

• Advanced optimization

• Easy installation

• Industry 4.0 automation

• Ongoing support

• Reliable readings

• Suitable for laser codes, ink-jet codes, 
thermal-transfer codes and  
pre-printed codes.

Eagle Vision inspection systems

Our systems can inspect inkjet, laser, thermal-transfer and pre-printed ID codes on  
various packaging types, including infant formula cans, food cans, beverage cans,  
labels, cartons, sachet and flow wrap foils, PET bottles and other packaging.  
It will help you to check if your codes are present, complete, readable, correctly  
positioned and correct in value. 

We understand that production lines must be effective and as efficient as possible. 
Using an inline inspection system will help signal if a coding error has occurred and 
avoid long and costly fixes.

From our decades of experience, we have developed special optical units that are  
effective for reflective, round shaped surfaces such as cans and plastics. 

Additionally, most systems are optimized for automation needs, meeting the  
movement of ‘Industry 4.0’ and making your productions run fast and efficiently. 

Inspection technologies available:

• 2D data matrix code reading

• QR code reading

• Barcode reading (ladder and picket 
fence orientation)

• Label inspection 

• OCR (optical character recognition) *

• OCV (optical character verification) *

• OPD (optical presence detection) *

• Code position verification
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Features & benefits:

Reliable readings:

• Reliable OCR code reading on  
dot-matrix inkjet codes, laser codes 
and printed writings

• OCR combined with OCV technology  
provides reliable inspection of all 
character types, special fonts and all 
printing accuracies

• Relied upon by industry giants and is 
‘Industry 4.0 automated’

• Even with reflective surfaces, such  
as metal cans, sachets and film, our 
dedicated-designed illumination and 
optical tools can accurately inspect 
these surfaces.

• Suitable for special shapes like conical 
domed beverage cans

• Models for serialization coding and 
machine integration

Industry 4.0 automated

• Automatic digital infeed of the OCR 
code, barcode, 2D code and QR code  
from your line management system

• Automatic digital export of read digital 
code, reject images, inspection data 
and statistics

• Automatic height adjustment

• Automatic rejection of incorrect codes

• Both network connection UDP and 
OPC are available

• Connectivity with popular PLC systems 
including Allan Bradley and Siemens

• Can be monitored remotely when  
required by tablet, mobile phone and PC

• Systems for low, medium and  
high speeds

• 108.000/hour (two lined codes) and 
144.000/hour (single lined codes) at 
continuous speed

Easy Installation

• Enjoy a quick simple installation, 
mounted onto your conveyor

• Compact footprint of fixed standard 
units. Modular platform.

• Hygienic, stainless-steel single  
box design with all proven  
components inside 

• Easy maintenance, with no  
moving parts.

• Simple installation for partners with 
smart calibration and setup tools

• Ethernet network and DIO connections

• Logging of statistics, pictures  
and data

• Operator friendly user interface  
using large pictures, large icons and 
simple navigation

• Translations in all languages possible

Support

• Service level agreements including 
24/7 support

• Remote access by TeamViewer  
or VPN

• Global network of sales and service 
partners for ongoing support

Advanced Optimization:

• Rapid changing character settings to 
alter times and sequence numbers

• Single camera view and multi  
camera view, up to 360° view  
around the product

• High-resolution and multi-camera 
configuration for bigger inspection 
surfaces

• Read multiple codes at the same time

• Hybrid selection of reading methods 
and code types

• Multiple regions of interest  
(ROIs) possible

• Extra sensitive ROIs for critical areas 
of your code

• Lower sensitive ROIs for unimportant 
areas of your code

• Critical control point (CCP) with  
in-line and off-line validation tools

• Product position variation  
tolerance feature

• Illumination normalizer

• Fail-safe, self-control of critical  
elements, such as encoders, sensors, 
air and power to rejecter

• Consecutive rejects will create a 
unique signal, stopping the line and/or 
alerting your operator

• Suitable for machine integration 

• Serialization coding (unique code  
ID per product produced)

• Color dot filter for beverage cans

• Add decoration, color artwork and 
label inspection

• Manage the minimum required  
character quality score in OCR

• OCR specialized for dot-matrix  
character prints in free orientation  
of the print

• OCR specialized for solid character 
prints (free random orientation  
is optional)

• OCV and OPD character prints in free 
orientation of the print

• Barcode reading for both ladder and 
picket fence orientation

• 2D data matrix code reading in free 
orientation of the print

• Specialist plug and play system for 
cans available:

• Turnkey-fixed, proven unit for  
consistently reliable performance

• Price effective, complete solution

• Great for metal packaging and  
reflective objects

• High speed action

• ‘Plug and play’ ease of use.
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An alphanumeric or textual code can be  
inspected in three ways: optical character  
recognition (OCR), optical character  
verification (OCV) and optical presence  
detection (OPD). 

OCR Code: OCR code interpreting (“read”) 
produces an output consisting of a string of 
characters. The string is compared with the 
expected result for any discrepancies. If they 
are the same, the code is accepted. If not,  
the code is rejected.

An advantage of OCR inspection is that the 
code is carefully analysed. It offers you solid 
confirmation that your code has been printed 
as intended. It also makes it possible to send 
the interpreted codes to a database, network, 
or machine. You can even receive the expected 
code digitally from a network. 

For it to work effectively, OCR requires that 
your characters are clearly distinguishable and 
are printed with a level of consistency.  
However, it only works for alphanumeric  
characters. It won’t help you with non- 
alphanumeric scripts such as Cyrillic,  
Arabic or various Asian scripts.

OCV code: OCV inspection compares the code 
to the image of the expected code. It checks 
that the image is similar to what it expects, 
noting if the pixels are in the right position. 
Again, if the code images are the same  
(within some practical tolerance) the code is 
accepted; if there is a significant difference, 
the code is rejected.

An advantage of OCV is the flexibility it  
offers to inspect font types like Cyrillic,  
Arabic or various Asian scripts. It’s also a good 
choice for less consistent alphanumeric print 
qualities. It can determine whether a code is 
correct, complete, and readable – as demanded 
by authorities and production standards.

OPD code: OPD inspection recognizes if a code 
is in the right place, without examining what is 
printed. It counts the number of code pixels 
and checks if there’s enough.

The great thing about this method is that it 
can check if a code is present even in very 
challenging conditions. Unstable printing  
background or inconsistent printing? Ask for OPD.

We can provide systems that combine the 
benefits of OCR, OCV and OPD.

Our OCR+ modules merge aspects of the  
three. They can be used for most inkjet, laser, 
thermal-transfer and pre-printed codes.  
The modules are robust, easy to use and  
flexible. They make light work for highly  
demanding infant formula nutrition containers, 
high-speed beverage lines, diverse labels and 
secondary packaging, for example.

OCR, OCV and OPD code reading can also  
be complemented with 2D data matrix code  
reading, QR code reading, barcode reading and 
label artwork inspection. 

Plus, you can run multiple technologies  
simultaneously on the same system.

Our Code Reading Modules

We can provide turn-key solutions that will meet 
your production requirements, keep your codes 
compliant, identifies mixed packaging, and have 
your line operating effectively and efficiently.

Module one: code reading OCR+ plug &  
play unit 

• Inspect codes by OCR & OCV & OPD on 
reflective cans.

• Industry 4.0 Automated code infeed for 
OCR codes, and data export. 

• Automated height adjustment available.

• At high speeds.

• Provenly reliable set-up integrated in 1 
straight forward unit, easy to setup  
‘plug & play’ solution.

• X1 standard camera.

• Ideal for those using food cans and  
beverage cans. 

Module two: code reading OCR+ standard for 
various containers 

• Inspect codes by OCR & OCV & OPD on 
various packaging types.

• Industry 4.0 Automated code infeed for 
OCR codes, and data export. 

• Automated height adjustment available.

• At high speeds.

• Provenly reliable set-up including Touch 
Screen Control Unit and Optical Unit  
by choice. 

• Easy modular scalable and connectable  
to other modules.

• X1 standard camera

• Ideal for those using food cans, beverage 
cans, cartons, labels, stretched flexible foils.

Module three: multi code reading & label  
inspection – high resolution

• Inspect multiple code types and label  
artwork by OCR, OCV, OPD, Barcode-,  
2D DMC-, QR code reading, Label Artwork 
Inspection. On various packaging types.

• Industry 4.0 Automated code infeed for 
OCR, Barcode and 2D/QR codes, and  
data export. 

• Automated height adjustment available.

• At medium speeds.

• Provenly reliable set-up including Touch 
Screen Control Unit and Optical Unit  
by choice. 

• Easy modular scalable and connectable  
to other modules.

• X1 high-resolution camera

• Ideal for those using cartons, labels, 
stretched flexible foils.

Module four: serialization multi-can code reading

• Inspect multiple 2D Data Matrix codes or 
QR codes by 2D Data Matrix code and QR 
code reading on reflective cans.

• Industry 4.0 Automated code infeed for 
OCR, Barcode and 2D/QR codes, and data 
export.

• At high speeds.

• Provenly reliable set-up including Touch 
Screen Control Unit and Optical Unit.

• Easy modular scalable and connectable  
to other modules.

• X3 standard camera

• Ideal for those using infant formula cans. 
Using serialization codes.

Module five: 360˚ all-in-one – code reading  
& label inspection – high resolution.

• Inspect multiple code types and label  
artwork by OCR, OCV, OPD, Barcode-,  
2D DMC-, QR code reading, Label Artwork 
Inspection on round packaging types.

• Industry 4.0 Automated code infeed for 
OCR, Barcode and 2D/QR codes, and  
data export.

• At medium to high speeds.

• Provenly reliable set-up including Touch 
Screen Control Unit and Optical Unit.

• Easy modular scalable and connectable  
to other modules.

• X6 high-resolution camera, allowing for 
360° inspection area.

• Ideal for those using cans, bottles, jars  
and labels. 

For further information about each of  
our modules, please check our Technical  
Specification document or contact us directly.

*Descriptions of OCR, OCV and OPD inspection technologies:
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industrialphysics.com

Get in touch

To find out more about how we can support 
your unique needs, get in touch today.

Email: info@industrialphysics.com


